SharedChain is an “Old New Way”
to revolutionize supply chains and
enable lowest cost same day
order/delivery, using patented
internet technology and blockchain,
and abandoning “Just In Time”
delivery in favor of a return to bulk
shipment, local warehousing, and
bundled store/home deliveries.
SharedChain’s patented internet e-commerce software, sourcing from independent local warehouses and
transportation firms provides lowest cost same day delivery. Based on value chain analysis and market tests,
we estimate an 18% cost advantage for same day delivery (which Amazon normally cannot execute).
The SharedChain system sets up multiple local markets, with
independently operating eBay-like e-marketplace and Uberlike local supply chain platform by using our patented internet
technology. The SharedChain platform is a complete supply
chain network, integrated via a patented process. Within local
markets (about 90for the U.S., worldwide expansion planned)
consumers and retailers can order goods for same day delivery
at prices better than Amazon or Walmart can offer.
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SharedChain enables Small Retailers to beat Amazon and Walmart
•
•
•
•
•
•

Same day delivery or local pick up of larger selection goods than Walmart at lower price than Amazon
Ideal for fresh, local food delivery
Cooperation of skilled, independent businesses—not a mega firm that rules all
Less risk of stockout sales losses or permanent loss of customer that Just In Time delivery entails
Better for environment: train vs. airplane or truck, bulk and containers versus individual packages
Safer for people: food and supplies in local warehouses, so less suffering when a pandemic, electrical system outage,
or transportation disruption stops long distance just in time delivery

Sourcing from local inventory in local warehousing via SharedChain
system is cheaper than just in time delivery from manufacturers
with long distance, rush shipping. It is also entails far less risk.

We will add blockchain to better integrate business partners with less IT security risk and another source of
readily adjusted fees: the blockchain transaction fee we charge.
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SharedChain will never be a retail brand or competitor to manufacturers, warehouses, transportation
companies or retailers: we’re the back office, supply chain partner to beat Amazon, Walmart and Megafirms.
SharedChain does not build or own fixed assets, we operate the patented software platform. Our system was
proven in a recent market test. Our revenue sources include:
•

•

•

4% transaction fee
paid by suppliers,
20% fee to local
warehouse,
logistics,
transportation firms
May add charges
for initial access
and set up on our
system
May do an Initial
Coin Offering and
profit from
cryptocurrency
charges for using
our blockchain and
increases in the price of the cryptocurrency

https://sharedchain.io/

SharedChain is an “Old New Way” to use patented internet
technology, reject “Just In Time” delivery, and return to bulk
shipment, local warehousing, and bundled deliveries via the
SharedChain system to achieve lowest cost same day delivery
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SharedChain Overview
SharedChain.io is a patented, integrated e-commerce and shared supply chain system that uses Internet
technology and local warehouse-based distribution system with consolidated transportation of products, to
dramatically cut supply chain expenses and risks. Sourcing from local warehouses enables same day delivery
at lower prices than Amazon or Walmart.
The internet has never been used to connect all parties in a supply chain. SharedChain does, via a patented
methodology. SharedChain is not just technology, but a different approach for retail supply chain that
abandons “just in time,” long distance rush shipments in favor of old fashioned, but far safer local
warehousing with consolidated product/company deliveries that allows lower distribution costs and local
same day delivery with much less economic and environmental cost.
At a small cost in extra inventory expense, suppliers can have lower overall distribution costs and far less
missed orders and lost customers. The SharedChain system eliminates middleman brokers and make it much
easier and less expensive for manufacturers to warehouse their goods in SharedChain’s “local market” areas
(such as Los Angeles, eastern Nebraska/western Iowa, etc.). The SharedChain system consolidates
shipments of all types of goods from independent warehouses to our local Distribution and Transportation
Center, then optimizes local delivery to retail stores (for their resale, or customer pick up at their store) or
final consumer home delivery. SharedChain takes care of product distribution for manufacturers, and helps
them find retail stores to sell their goods. Sourcing from inventory in local warehousing is cheaper than just
in time delivery from manufacturers with long distance, rush shipping. This also entails far less risk of
missing a delivery deadline or sale due to stock out.
Retailers use SharedChain to find and order goods located in the SharedChain local market warehouse
system at much lower cost than DIY sourcing. Since SharedChain consolidated local warehouse
sourcing/sorting/delivery is so economical, small retailers can offer a wider range of products with less on
hand inventory, relying on daily deliveries to restock at affordable prices. Retailers can serve as a
SharedChain customer pick up center for any product (even if not stocked/sold at the store)--a great way to
drive additional traffic to the store and increase sales. Value Chain analysis shows that SharedChain system
can save small retailers about 7% of total costs versus sourcing on their own. For in store purchases,
Walmart retains a small cost advantage—but by serving as a pick-up site for all goods in the SharedChain
system small retailers can beat Walmart by having a wider array of goods, better service, and closer to home,
far more pleasant shopping than the Walmart parking and shopping and checkout ordeal. Even small one
store shops, can leverage SharedChain to offer prices competitive with Walmart and much faster and cheaper
same day delivery of goods than Amazon. Pilot operations in Los Angeles demonstrate both the software
and system’s viability: less than 4 hours from order to delivery at a lower price than Amazon or eBay due to
the combination of Internet/software functionality and SharedChain’s local warehousing with consolidated
delivery.
SharedChain’s 4% transaction fee yields substantial profit with almost no fixed investment.
For more information contact: Dr. Drew Miller, drmiller@sharedchain.io; 402-952-5339

https://sharedchain.io/

